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Here we go??????? First off??????? I hate you guys??????? *Cartman*  

I really liked both of these images.  You guys are suburb artists??????? If only in y????????alls own
minds. 

SO, here it goes.

BA????????s costumes are really tight.  I like how the form to the body.  His metal work is also
great!   However I have a little bit of a problem with Jesse????????s glasses.  They fit like my
glasses use to, and I don????????t think a superheroes glasses would be crooked.   Don????????t
get em wrong, the glasses are executed great!  Just a little cocked.  But not enough to say
???????nay???????? to this image.

WH????????s Sue is top notch.  The classic costume???????. The wrinkles are in the right places
and the attention to her chest.  Great work.  I don????????t have a lot to say on this image because
there isn????????t a lot wrong with it. 

But, (there it is??????? the ???????But???????) I like that BA was able to whip out to excellent
images in the allotted time.  So???????.  Unfortunately for WH, I am going to have to give it to BA.  I
know you both put a lot of work into these... I am not trying to rain on anyone's parade... 

I am simply going on the technique and appeal of both sets of images, and sorry WH, but I like
BA????????s just a little bit better.

WH??????? I like your Sue a lot!  As a matter of fact, I like your theme better than BA????????s.  I
am more aquainted with Sue than I am either of BA????????s characters.  But his over all look
impressed me a little bit more and that is why I had to go with him.  Now, WH, you can go back to
hating me.

Man, why did you pick me as one of the judges??????? it is like trying to pick your favorite
child???????   

You guys rock.
JR
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